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Using a combinatorial lemma on regular sets, and a technique of attaching a control 
unit to a parallel battery of finite automata,  simple and transparent development of
McNaughton's theory of automata on co-tapes i  given. The lemma and the technique 
are then used to give an independent and equally simple development of Biichi's 
theory of nondeterministic automata on these tapes. Some variants of these models 
are also studied. Finally a third independent approach, modelled after a simplified 
version of Rabin's theory of automata on infinite trees, is developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 1 
In the pioneering work of Biichi [1] and Elgot [5], the fundamental relationship 
between finite automata nd second-order monadic calculi was discovered, and was 
used for a thorough study of the (weak) second-order monadic theory of the successor 
function (and especially for solving its decision problem). Since then, interest has been 
aroused in developing theories of finite automata which act on more general structures 
than finite tapes, such as, for example, finite trees or infinite, even transfinite, tapes. 
By developing such a theory we mean: defining some sort of device which "accepts" 
or "rejects" such a structure; studying the closure of the family of all sets which are 
defined by such devices under various set-theoretical operations, and, in particular, 
under union, intersection, complementation, projection and cylindrification; and 
finding an algorithm which effectively decides, for any given device of this sort, 
whether the set of structures defined by it is empty or not. 
Experience has shown that for "natural" generalizations of finite automata, closure 
under union and cylindrification is quite direct; also intersection can be reduced as 
usual, by using DeMorgan's laws, to union and complementation. Thus the problem 
really focuses on the complementation a d projection operations. Now if one chooses 
x The introduction presupposes some knowledge of finite automata theory terminology and 
results; all the terms used in it are, nevertheless, defined in the paper (and, in particular, in 
Section 2). The reader who is not familiar with the "folklore" of this subject is invited to reread 
the introduction after reading the paper itself. 
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a deterministic approach, that is an approach in which the moves of the automaton at
each given time t are uniquely determined by its present state and the present input 
(and, moreover, the "state" of the automaton when reaching the end of the structure 
is also uniquely determined), then closure under complementation becomes quite 
trivial. Closure under projection remains then the main fact to prove, and this is in 
general equivalent to showing that the nondeterministic devices are equivalent to 
(i.e., not more powerful than) the deterministic ones. On the other hand, in a non- 
deterministic approach, closure under projection is trivial, and complementation 
is the real problem. 
The first step in building such theories was made by Btichi in [2]. Here he developed 
a theory of nondeterministic automata, call them B-automata, on tapes of length oJ, 
and proved that the complement ofa set definable by a B-automaton is also definable 
by a B-automaton. The proof made essential use of the Ramsey lemma; because of 
that, apparently, it was not suitable for generalization to other structures. 
Somewhat later, and working in a totally different context, Muller [8] suggested 
another approach, essentially deterministic n nature; the theory developed there, 
however, contained an error. The idea was picked up by McNaughton, who, in the 
important paper [6], developed a correct version of Muller's approach. Three essential 
points characterize McNaughton's proof. First, new and powerful techniques for 
combining automata in parallel, and attaching a "control unit" to them, were 
introduced. As was shown in [10] and will be also exhibited in the present paper, these 
fruitful ideas can be successfully applied in a variety of different situations. Second, 
Btichi's result follows immediately from the principal theorem in [6], while the 
converse is not true; this shows that the deterministic theory developed in [6] is more 
powerful, in some sense, than that developed in [2]. Third, as remarked by Biichi 
in [3] (and, independently, about the same time, but in a somewhat different and 
weaker version, by the author; see [4]), McNaughton's ideas can be quite directly 
generalized to tapes of denumerable l ngth, thus solving one of the problems raised 
in [2]. 
Unfortunately, McNaughton's original and ingenious proof is somewhat 
complicated, and even after following its numerous details, the proof as a whole is 
not easily grasped. Moreover, it contains ome inaccuracies which, when properly 
remedied, make it even more complicated. In this paper we present, among other 
results, a new and simple version of the proof of the main theorem in [6], which, 
though essentially based on McNaughton's ideas, has nevertheless a very transparent 
structure, and can be explained in a few lines. 
Let us call a set W of ~o-tapes finitely definable if there exists an automaton, in the 
sense of [6], which defines it. As is clear from [6], the main point is to prove that if U 
and V are regular sets of finite tapes, then UV ~~ is finitely definable. As will be shown, 
this result follows immediately from a "flag-construction" and a "basic lemma," 
which are, interestingly enough, totally independent of any model whatsoever of 
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automata on infinite tapes. The basic lemma (see 5.2) states that for any regular set of 
tapes V, one can effectively find some regular 17" such that V ~ = V* (lim/7), where 
lim 17 is the set of all oJ-tapes which have an infinite number of initial sections in /7. 
The lemma (which is perhaps interesting in itself) can be proved by using Ramsey's 
lemma; one can avoid, however, the use of Ramsey's lemma at a little extra cost 
(both variants are given in the paper). Now, using the flag-construction, which will be 
described in the next paragraph, one can show that if U is regular and W is finitely 
definable, then UW is also finitely definable. Since the limit of a regular set is (trivially) 
finitely definable, it follows that UV '~ = UV*  (lim/7) is finitely definable too. 2 
As for the flag-construction, letus consider first automata working on finite tapes. 
The usual proof, in that case, of the closure of the family of regular sets under product 
(and star) operations i  essentially nondeterministic, and only via the "subset con- 
struction" [9, Theorem II] is a deterministic automaton provided by the proof. 
If we wish to avoid this construction, which cannot be generalized to infinite tapes, 
then a direct deterministic proof can be given along the following lines. Suppose U, V 
are regular sets of finite tapes defined by d and ~, respectively. Take n + 2 copies 
of ~ (where n is the number of states of ~)  and connect them in parallel with d .  At 
the initial state, ~r is in its initial state, and all ~ copies are switched off. A control 
unit C switches on a "dormant" copy of ~ each time that ~r is in an acceptable state, 
and, at every time t, switches off all copies of ~ which are in the same state, except 
for the copy with the least index. The acceptable states of this configuration W are 
those in which at least one of ~ copies is in an acceptable state. It is quite clear that cg 
defines UV.  This construction, and the corresponding proof, carries over word for 
word to the infinite case too. 
The basic lemma is given in Section 5; the flag-construction is described, together 
with some other techniques for combining tables (which work equally well for finite 
or infinite tapes) in Section 3. In Section 4, a deterministic theory of automata on 
finite tapes is developed. All of the results presented there are certainly well-known 
and already classical; there may be, none-the-less, ome novelty in one or two points 
of the presentation. Thus, closure under projection (or the equivalence between 
deterministic and nondeterministic automata) is proved as a consequence of the 
Kleene synthesis and analysis theorem, together with the deterministic proof of the 
closure under product and star operations. Also the solution of the decision problem 
of the emptiness or finiteness of the set defined by an automaton d ,  is formulated 
in a rather "unorthodox" algorithm, which is perhaps very uneconomical, but has 
the advantage of being easily stated, proved and generalized to the infinite case. All 
the presentation is aimed at showing the quite complete parallelism between the cases 
of finite and infinite tapes. 
2 The nucleus of this simplified proof already appears in the author's doctoral dissertation [4]. 
It has been reproduced, with some minor changes, by Rabin in his report [I 1]. The present 
version seems to be the simplest one. 
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The latter case is dealt with in Section 6, where three different models are introduced, 
and the deterministic theory of the Miiller-McNaughton automata is developed. 
This theory is then used to prove the equivalence of the three approaches, and to 
analyze the structure of the sets defined by these models and some of their variants. 
In Section 7 we show how an independent nondeterministic theory of B-automata 
can be simply and directly derived from the flag-construction a d the basic lemma, 
in much the same way as the deterministic theory was derived. 
Finally we give in Section 8 a third approach, modelled after the methods of [10]. 
In this paper, Rabin developed a rather complex theory of automata on infinite trees, 
which used both Biichi's and McNaughton's results, together with new techniques 
of "well-founded mappings" and "simultaneous runs." Part of the difficulty of Rabin's 
original approach is inherent to the special method used by him to analyze the structure 
of the set of trees defined by a given automaton, while the other part is only technical, 
and has to do with the fact that we are dealing with binary trees, which have an 
infinite number of branches, instead of with "unary trees" (tapes) which have only 
a unique branch. In [4, Chaps. 7, 8] the author has shown how to develop a Rabin 
approach to a theory of automata on infinite tapes which is independent of both 
McNaughton's and Biichi's results, and in which ordinary transfinite induction replaces 
well-founded mappings, and flag sets replace simultaneous runs. The main point in 
[4] was to develop the theory in such a way that the cumbersome notation associated 
with trees could be avoided, while retaining all the essential points of the proof, so 
that it could be immediately generalized to infinite trees. 3In contrast, full advantage 
is taken, in the proof given in Section 8, of the fact that we are dealing here with tapes 
rather than trees. In particular we use the remark, due to D. Cohen, that transfinite 
induction is not necessary in this case, since the sequence of sets B~(s) (see 
[4, Lemma 7.21]) collapses after a finite number of steps. 
The paper is written so as to be wholly self-contained; all needed terminology and 
definitions are presented in Section 2. Nevertheless, we feel that it can be fully 
"tasted" only by a reader who has tried to go through all the details of at least one 
of the papers [2, 6, or 10]. For such a reader, definition 3.9 and Lemma 5.2 will be 
quite sufficient for a quick proof of the principal result of [6], while Section 8 will 
provide an adequate simple version of some of the main ideas of [10]. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY: SEQUENCES, TAPES AND TABLES 
Notation. Union, intersection and complementation f sets will be denoted as 
usual by u, t3, - - ,  respectively. For a given set A, P(A) is the power-set of A, and 
[] A[l the number of elements of A. A is a singleton set if [] A [[ = 1. 
3 The original proof in [4] contained an error which was pointed out to me by D. Cohen. 
A corrected version will appear elsewhere. 
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N is the set of nonnegative integers; w is the first infinite ordinal; i, j, k, l, m, n are 
variables ranging over N. Sometimes n, m will be taken to range over N td {o}, in 
which case we state explicitly that n, m ~< co. 
Sequences and Cartesian Products 
Let d be a given set. A sequence of length n ~ o on d is a function q~: {i: i < n} --* A; 
~o will be also written as (~(i)), the explicit reference to the length of ~o being generally 
omitted. For such a sequence ~0 we let 9~(.) be the last element of 9~ if n < o, and the 
set of all elements of X which appear infinitely often in q~, if n = o. 
Given k sets A 1 ,..., Ak let d = 1-Is As be their cartesian product. The j-projection 
of A (1 ~ j  ~< k) is the function Ps : A -+ A s defined by ps(al ,..., an) = as. Ps can 
be naturally extended to a function from P(A) to P(As) by lettingps(b ) = {ps(a) : a ~ b}, 
for every b ~ P(A). Similarly, if q~ is a sequence of length n ~ o on A, then its j -  
projection pj(q~) is the sequence of length n on A s defined by ps(q~)(i) = ps(~o(i)). 
Conversely, if % are sequences of length n ~ o on Aj ,  for 1 ~ j ~ k, then their 
product is the sequence q~ = I-Is %" on A defined by ~o(i) = (~01(i),... , ~0k(i)) for every 
i<n .  
Clearly Pro(l--Is 9s) = 9m, and 1--Is Pj(9) = 9- 
The following fact, whose proof is elementary, is essential for all the subsequent 
development. 
FACT 2.1. Let A I ,..., Ak be finite nonempty sets, A = l-'Ij Aj their product, and 
a sequence of length n <~ o~ on A. Then for every 1 <~ j <~ k, pj(9(*)) = pj(9)(.). 
Proof. The assertion is trivial for n < o; so assume n = w. Thatps(~0(.)) Cpj(9)( . )  
is immediate. Take now any a' ~Ps(9)(*); a' appears infinitely often in Ps(9), so it 
appears there, infinitely often, as a j-projection of elements ~o(i) of 9. All the elements 
of 9 are however from A which is finite. There is then some a E A such that ps(a) = a' 
and a appears infinitely often in (9(i)), which shows that a E ~0(.) and a' ~ps(q0(*)). 
Q.E.D. 
Tapes 
Let Z be a given finite nonempty set which will be called the alphabet. A tape X 
of length n ~ w on Z is a sequence of length n on 27; X(i) will be also denoted by xi ,  
and the tape X by (x 0. J X ] is the length of X. Tapes will be denoted by X, Y, Z,...; A 
is the unique tape of length zero. We also put 27* = {X : [ X ] < w}, 27+ -- 27" --  {A}, 
27o~ = {X:  I X ]  = w} and Z(w) = {X:  I X l  ~ o) = z*  w z~. 
For X e 27* and Y e 27(o), where [ X ] = n, we define the product of X and Y as 
the tape Z = XY obtained by concatenating X and Y, i.e., Z is given by Z(i) = X(i) 
for 0~i<[Y] ,  Z(nq- i )  = Y(i) for 0 ~ i< [Y [ (XA =AX=X) .  For a 
given X and 0 ~ i ~<j ~ ]Xt  we let X(i , j )  be the restriction of X to the set 
{k: i <~ k K j}. In particular, X(i, i) = A, X(O, I X [) = X and for i ~ j K~ k, 
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X(i,j) X(L k) = X(i, k). Y is a section of X if Y = X(0, i) for some 0 ~ i ~ I X l, 
i.e., if X -~ YZ for some Z ~ 27(`0). This induces a partial ordering on Z(oJ) which 
will be denoted by ~.  
Sets of tapes will be denoted by U, V, W,...; V is a trivial set if V = ;~ 
or V={A}.  For U_C27" and VC27(o~), the product of U and V is the set 
UV={XY:X~U,  Y~V}.  For UC_27", we also put U ~ U n+t = U~U, 
U* = Do U" and U + ---- I,)~ U~; U* is the star of U ( ;~ * --~ {A}). 
Given two alphabets 27 and 27', we call a function f: 27 ~ Z' aprojection from Z to Z'.  
Such a function can be naturally extended to a function f: Z(`0)--* Z'(`0) by letting 
f (X)  = (f(xi)) for X = (xi) in 27(`0). Also for V _C 27(,0) we put f (V)  -~ {f(X)  : X ~ V}. 
Conversely, if V'C_Z'(oJ), then its cylindrification f - l (V ' )  is the set V = 
{X: f (X)~V' ) .  Naturally f ( f - l (V ' ) )=-V' ;  in general, however, we have only 
f - l ( f (V))  D V. 
Tables 
A table Ton Zis  a triple T ---- <S, M, S*> where S is a finite set (the set of states), M 
is a function from S • 27 to P(S) (the transition function) and S* C S is the set of 
initial states. Given a tape X ~ 27(co) and a state s ~ S, we define an s-run of T on X 
as any sequence ~o = (si) of length 1 +lX l  of states, which satisfy s o~ S*, 
si+l ~ M(si, xt) for every i < [ X ]. The set of all s-runs of T on X will be denoted 
by Re(T, X). We put R(T, X) = U~s* Re(T, X); elements of R(T, X) will be called 
just runs of T on X. 
A table T = <S, M, S*> is deterministic if S* and M(s, a) are singleton sets (for 
any s ~ S, o ~ 27). For such a table, and for s ~ S and X ~ Z(oJ), it is obvious that 
Re(T, X) is a singleton set. The function M can be naturally extended in this case to 
a function from S • Z(oJ) to S ~3 P(S) by letting M(s, X) = ~v(.) where ~0 is the 
unique element of R(T, X). By definition, M(s, A) = s, and it is easy to verify that 
for s E S, X ~ Z* and Y ~ Z(,0), M(s, XY)  =- M(M(s, X), Y). By adjoining to a 
given table T some mechanism for "accepting" tapes X (the acceptance's test being 
based in general on ~p(,), for ~0 E R(T, X)) one gets various models of finite automata 
working on finite or infinite tapes. Before going into the details of such models, 
however, we want to gather in the next section a number of techniques and results 
on tables and runs which will be valid for any such model. 
3. OI'EnATIONS ON T~LES 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given k tables T t = (S t ,  M; ,  St* ) on Z (where we assume 
Sj n S t, = ;~ for j =A j ' )  we define their union UJ T~ as the table T = <S, M, S*> 
where S = U~.Sj, S* =-U~.St* and M = [,Jr Mr ,  i.e. M(s, o )= Mr(s, ~) for 
every s ~ S t and a e 27 (1 ~ j ~< k). 
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PROPERTY 3.2. I f  T = Us Ts then for any X e 27(o~), R(T, X) = Us R(Ts, X). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let fbe  a given projection from 27 to 27'. If T = (S, M, S*)  is 
a table on 27 then its projection f (T )  is the table T' = (S, M',  S*)  on 27' where 
M'(s, a') = {M(s, a):  f(a) = a'}. 
On the other hand if T' = (S, M', S*)  is a [deterministic] table on 27', then its 
cylindrification f - l (T ' )  is the [deterministic] table T = (S, M, S*)  on 27 where 
M(s, ~) = M'(s,f(a)). 
PROPERTY 3.4. Let f be a projection from 27 to S'. 
(a) I f  T is a table on 27 and X'  e 27'(o3) then 
R(f (T) ,  X') = U {R(T, x )  : f (x )  = X'}. 
(b) I f  T' is a table on 27' and X ~ 27(r then R(f- I(T'),  X)  = R(T' , f(X)).  
DEFINITION 3.5. Let T = (S, M, S*)  be a nondeterministic table on Z. The 
deterministic mage of T is the deterministic table T' = (S', M', s'*) on 27' = 27 • S, 
defined as follows. S '= S k){0, 1} (where 0, 1 are two new states), s ' *= 0, 
M'(Sl,(a, sz) =s 2 if s 2~M(s l ,a ) ,  M'(O, (a, s)) =s  if s~Us,~s,M(s',a), and 
M'(s', (a, s")) = 1 in all other cases. 
Given a tape X~L'(oJ) and a sequence 9ES(~o) of length 1 + IX[ ,  we let 
X'  = (X, 9) be the tape in 27'(co) defined by X'(i) = (X(i), cp(i + 1)) for 0 ~ i < I X I. 
PROPERTY 3.6. Let T = (S, M, S*)  be a nondeterministic table on 27, and 
T '= (S', M' ,s '*)  its deterministic image on 27'= Z • S. Then for any Xe27(~o): 
R(T, X)  : {9 : 9 ~ S(o), t 9 I : 1 + [ X l, M'(s'*, (X, 9)) : 9(*)}- 
DEFINITION 3.7. Given k [deterministic] tables T s = (Ss,  Ms, Ss* ) on 27, we 
define their product I-Is Ts as the [deterministic] table T = (S, M, S*)  given by: 
S = 1-Is Ss, S*= 1-Is Ss* and M = I-Is Ms is defined "by coordinates", that is 
M((s I ,..., sk), a) : 1-Is Ms(st, a). 
PROPERTY 3.8. If T= I-[jTj and X e27(oJ) then R(T ,X)  = I - I sR(T~,X)  
(More explicitly: 9 ~ R(T, X)  if and only if 9 = I-Is 9s where 9J ~ R(Ts , X) for every 
The verification of properties 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6 is straightforward. Property 3.8 
follows immediately from 2.1. 
Informally speaking, when we form the product of some given tables we are in fact 
connecting them in parallel, letting the input tape enter them simultaneously, and 
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allowing each table to act on this input, independently of the others. It will be useful 
to somewhat enrich this construction by attaching to this parallel battery of tables 
a "control unit" which may switch On or Off some of the components, according to 
simple given criteria. This led us to the "flag-construction," which we first informally 
describe. 
Anticipating somewhat he notions to be developed in the next section, suppose 
we are given a deterministic "finite automaton" d ,  i.e., a table T = (S, M, s*) 
together with a set FC_S of "final" states; a tape X~27* is accepted by ~r if 
M(s*, X) eF. Suppose we are also given some table T '  on Z' with n states. We take 
n + 2 copies of T', number them 1 to n + 2, connect hem in parallel with ~r and 
add to this battery a "control unit" C. Each of T '  copies may be either dormant, in 
which case it is insensitive to the input and remains so until it is switched On by C, 
or active in which case it acts according to the table T', and remains so until it is 
switched Off and made dormant by C. 
The configuration works as follows. In the initial state, d is in its initial state, and 
all T '  copies are dormant. At each time t, C checks for all T '  copies which are in the 
same state, and switches them Off, except for the one with the least index. It then 
checks d state to see whether it is a final state; if so, it switches On one of the dormant 
copies (of T'). 
Suppose that at some time t, n of T '  copies are active and in different states, and 
that, further, C switches On then one of the dormant copies. At t + 1, there will be 
only t + 1 active copies, so that one copy is still available for switching On by C if 
necessary. Moreover, one (at least) of the active copies at t + 1 is then made dormant; 
thus we are assured that C will never have to "simultaneously" switch Off and then 
On some active copy. 
Finally we remark that if T '  is deterministic, then this configuration is deterministic 
too .  
The formalization of this structure, and the way it works, should be now quite 
obvious; we give it in the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Given a deterministic finite automaton d = (S, M, s*, F )  on 
27 and a [deterministic] table T '  = (S' ,  M' ,  S ' )  with n states on 27, we define the 
flag-table of due relative to T', to be denoted by f l (d,  T'), as the [deterministic] table 
T" ~- (R, P, r*)  constructed as follows. 
Add to S'  a new dormant state 0 and extend M'  on it by M'(0, a) = {0} for every 
a~27. Let G- - - - (S 'u{0})  k -S  'k, where k =n+2,  and put R-----S x G, 
r* ---- (s*, 0,..., 0). States r of R will be written as r = (s, g) where g' = (gl ,..., gk); 
for 1 ~ j <~ k, gs ~-- pj(r) is the state of copy ], and s = po(r) is the state of the driving 
automaton dec. 
For s r F, we put P((s, g), a) = {(s', g'): s' = M(s, a), g /~ M'(g~, a), for 1 ~ j ~ k}, 
H tt  where g~ = gj., unless there is some m < j such that g~ = gm, in which case gj = 0. 
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For s eF, P((s, g), a) is as before, except that we now require gjo ~ O~s* M'(s, ~), 
where J0 is the least index j for which gj. -- 0 (by definition, there is always such an 
index). 
We now introduce some suggestive terminology. 
Let X~27(co) and 9" ~ R( T", X). Given some i < iX  I, let 9"(0----(s,g), 
9"(i + 1) = (s', g'). We say that copyj  is switched On at i if gj = O, g/  v~ 0; switched 
Off i fgj  v~ 0, gj' -- 0; dormant ifgs ---- g /  = 0; active i fgj @- 0, g /  • 0. If copy j  is 
switched Off at i and j '  is the index of the unique copy which is active at i and is in 
the same state as copy j, then we say that j  has been switched Off because of f .  
Suppose now that some copy J0 has been switched On at i o . Its representative at
i > i0, relative to i0, to be denoted by rep(jo, i0, i)  is defined as follows: 
rep(jo, i o , i o + 1) = Jo ,  and rep(jo, io, i + 1) = rep(jo, i o , i), unless this right- 
hand copy has been switched Off at i because o f f ,  in which case rep(jo , io, i + 1) ~- j'. 
Since rep(jo , io, i) is a nonincreasing sequence of numbers bounded by Jo, there is 
some j*  ~ Jo  such that, ultimately rep(jo , io, i) is constant and equal to j*. We 
call j*  the ultimate representative of j  o relative to io, and denoted it by urep(jo , to). 
Finally we define the virtual run of j o relative to i o (and, of course, relative to 9") as 
the sequence 9' = V(jo, io, 9") defined by 9'(0) ~- s' where s' is any state for which 
p~o(9"(io + 1)) ~M(s', xio), and, for i > O, 9'(i) ~ps  io)), where j '  -~ 
rep(jo,  io, i). It is clear that 9' ~ R(T', X(io, ] X 0), and 9'(*) = P:*(9"(*)), where 
j*  = urep(jo , io). 
Conversely, suppose X = YZ where Y = X(O, i) is accepted by d ,  and let 
9'@ R(T', Z). There is then some 9"@ R(T", X) and some 1 ~Jo  ~ k such that 
9' = v(Jo, io, 9"). (In fact, 9" may be arbitrarily defined, as a run, up to and including 
i o ; ifjo is the copy switched On at io, then 9" need by defined only for copyjo and at 
i > i o wherejo is active; but then it can be defined according to 9')- 
We have thus proved the following. 
PROPERTY 3.10. Let ~ be a deterministic f nite automaton, T' a table, T" ~ fl(~', T') 
and X ~ X(w). I f  9" ~ R(T", X), copy Jo is switched On at io, Y • X(O, io) and 
Z = X(io, [ X{), then Y is accepted by ~,  9' ~ v(jo,io,9") ~R(T' ,Z) ,  and 
9'(*) ~- PJ*(9"(*)). On the other hand if X = YZ where Y z X(O, io) is accepted by d ,  
then for every 9' ~ R(T', Z) there is some 9" ~ R(T", X) and some 1 ~Jo ~ k such 
that 9' z v(jo, io, 9") and 9'(*) ~ Pj*(9"(*)). (In both cases, j* ~ urep(jo , io) ). 
4. FINITE AUTOMATA ON FINITE TAPES 
DEFINITION 4.1. A finite [deterministic] automaton on X is a pair d ----- (T, F> 
where T = (S, M, S*)  is a [deterministic] table, and F C S is a set of specified final 
states. Xe  27* is accepted by d ,  in symbols: Xe  T (d) ,  if there is some 9 e R(T, X) 
such that 9(*) eF.  T (d )  is the set defined by d .  The collection of sets of tapes on L' 
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defined by [deterministic] finite automata will be denoted by F(27) [DF(27), 
respectively]. 
THEOREM 4.2. DF(27) is closed under complementation, union, intersection, product 
and star operations; it also contains all cylindrifications of sets in DF(Z') for any alphabet 
27~. 
Proof. (All automata considered in the proof will be assumed to be deterministic). 
I f  V -=- -T(d)  where d = (T ,F )  then V----T(~r where ~r  (T ,F ) .  I f  
V~. = T (~)  for 1 ~ j ~ k, then Us Vs is defined by d ---- (T,  F )  where T ----- I-Is Ts, 
and f ~ F if and only if ps(f  ) ~ F~ for some 1 ~ j ~ k (use 2.1 and 3.8). I f  V s 6 DF(27) 
and W = NJ Vs then W ~- [.)s Vs so that W e DF(27). Also if V' ~ DF(2F) is defined 
by d '  = (T' ,F ' ) ,  and f: 27--+ 27' is a projection then (by 3.4) f - l (V  ') is defined by 
d = ( f -a (  T,), r , ) .  
Suppose that U = T(d) ,  V = T(~),  where ~ =- (T ' , F ' )  has n states, and assume 
first that the initial state of T '  is not in F '  (that is, A r V). Take cg = (T,,, G ' )  where 
T" = f l (d,  T') and g' ~ G' if and only if pj(g') EF' for some 1 ~ j  ~ n + 2. It  
follows directly from 3.10 that T(C#) = UV. (One has only to remark that since T'  
is deterministic, T" is deterministic too). I f  now A e V then UV ---- T(cg) u U (where 
cg is as before), so that, again, UV ~ DF(Z).  
Turning finally to the star operation, let V - -T (z i ) ,  d - - - - (T ,F )  where 
T ---- (S, M, s*) and [r s [[ = n. We need only a slight variation of the flag-construction 
of 3.9, as follows. 
Take k = n + 2 copies of T (without any "driving automaton") and let the control 
unit switch On a dormant copy every time that any one of T copies is in a final state 
of d .  In the initial state, the first copy is in the initial state of T; all other copies are 
dormant. Let T" be the corresponding table, and put cg __ (T", G') where g' e G' 
if and only ifps(g' ) ~F  for some 1 ~ j  ~ h. One can easily show using 3.10, that for 
any X v~ A, X E T(~)  if and only if X = X 1 "" X m where X i ~ V, Xi % A. In fact, 
suppose X E T(q~) and let j0 be the copy which is in a final state at the end of X. I f jo 
was lastly switched On at i0, then X(io, I X I) ~ V. Some copy, say J l ,  is in a final 
state at i o ; i f j l  was switched On at i I < i0, then X(i 1 , io) e V. After a finite number 
of steps, we arrive at a splitting of X as a finite product of nonempty tapes from V. 
On the other hand if X ---- X 1 "" X~ where Xi 6 V, then one easily sees, by induction 
on r, that some copy is in a final state at the end of X 1 "" Xr ,  for every 1 ~ r ~ m, 
so that in particular, X 6 T(~).  
Taking now the automaton ~ which defines T(C~) U {A}, we get that T(5~) ---- V*. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A set V C 27* is regular, in symbols: V~ R(27), if it can be 
obtained from the empty set and the singleton sets {~} (for a E 27) by a finite number 
of union, product and star operations. 
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THEOREM 4.4. R(Z) = DF(Z) (Moreover, the union operation, in R(Z), can be 
restricted so that it applies on disjoint sets only). 
Proof 4. Since ~ and (or) are certainly in DF(Z), and this collection is closed under 
union, product and star operations, we immediately get that R(Z) C_ DF(Z). Suppose 
now that V = T(,~r where ,~r ~ (S, M, s*, F),  S = {s 1 ,..., sn} and s* -~  s 1 . For 
1 ~< i, j ~< n and 0 ~ k ~ n, we define the sets V~ as follows. 
(a) V~ ---- {X: M(s,, X) : sj, I X] ~ 1). 
(b) V~ +x = V,~ w V, Ll(Vk~l k+l)* V~+x  j . 
We remark that if i - - - - j=k+l  then, denoting V/~ by V', we get that 
V~§ V 'u  V 'V ' *V 'z  V 'u  V'*= V'*, so that for this case we just put 
V~ +1 = (Vii)*. In the other cases, the two components of the union in (b) are clearly 
disjoint. By induction on k, one immediately verifies that V~ is the set of all tapes X 
such that M(si, X)  ~ s i and M(s~, Y) ~ Sk ---- {sa ,..., sk} for every A < Y < X 
(S O = ~). Thus V = [3~,r V~, where the sets V~ are pairwise disjoint. Since, by 
induction on k, Vi~ ~ R(Z) for every 1 ~< i, j ~< n, we get in particular that V ~ R(S). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. I f  V ~ R(Z) and f: Z --~ Z', then f (V )  ~ R(Z'). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the preceeding theorem if we note that 
f (~)  = ~, f({a}) = {f(a)}, and f is preserved under union, product, and star 
operations; that is, 
f (Uu  V) =f (U)  u f (V) ,  f (UV)  = f (U)  f (V )  and f (V*)  =f(V)* .  
Q.E.D. 
Thus we have here a proof of the closure under projection of the class of all regular 
sets (on all alphabets), which does not mention nondeterministic automata or the 
"subset construction." The equivalence of deterministic and nondeterministic f nite 
automata is now a corollary of 4.5: 
COROLLARY 4.6. DF(Z) = F(Z). 
Proof. By definition DF(Z) C F(Z). If now V ~ F(Z) is defined by the nondeter- 
ministic automaton ~r = (T ,F )  where T ~ (S, M, S*), let d '  = (T ' , F )  be the 
deterministic automaton on Z • S, in which T' is the deterministic mage of T. If 
V' = T(d ' ) ,  and f: Z • S --~ Z is defined by f(a, s) ---- a, then it is immediate by 
3.6 thatf(V')  = V, so that V~DF(X). Q.E.D. 
4 Following [7, Theorem 2.1]. 
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Alternatively, letting S = {s 1 ,..., sn}, we can define for 1 ~ i , j  ~ n and 0 ~ k ~ n, 
the sets V~ as in 4.4 (except for an obvious change in V, ~ and conclude that V~ is 
the set of all tapes X for which there is a run ~o such that q~(0) = s i , ~o([ X I) = ss, 
and cp(m) ~ Sk for 0 < m < [ X l- Thus V = (]~,~s* ~r  V~] is in R(27), so that it is 
in DF(Z'). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.7. Given a finite automaton d ,  one can effectively decide whether the 
set V = T(d)  is empty, trivial, singleton, finite, or infinite. 
Proof. Given d ,  we have seen in 4.4, how to effectively construct V = T(~e) 
from ~ and {a} by a finite number of union, product and star operations. 
Now, by definition, these questions are decidable for ~ and {a}. Suppose they are 
decidable for V 1 and V~, and take W = V 1 u V2, where we can assume without 
loss of generality that V 1 n V 2 = ~.  
W is empty, trivial or finite if and only if both V 1 and V 2 are empty, trivial, or finite 
respectively; it is singleton if and only if one of them is singleton and the other empty; 
and it is infinite in all other cases. Similarly, W = VIV 2 is empty if and only if V 1 or V, 
are empty; it is finite [singleton] if and only if both V 1 and V 2 are finite [singleton] or 
one of them is empty, and infinite otherwise; and it is trivial if and only if one of 
them is empty or both are trivial. Finally V* is never empty; it is trivial [singleton] 
if and only if V is trivial; and it is infinite in all other cases. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.8. The kernel of a set V_C Z*, to be denoted by k(V), is the set of 
all minimal elements of V. V is minimal if V = k(V). 
Since k(k(V)) = k(V), k(V) is always minimal. Also, if V is minimal then A E V 
if and only if V = {A}. Finally we notice that k(V) = V-  V27+, so that if V is 
regular, then k(V) is regular too. 
THEOREM 4.9. V~ R(Z') if and only if it is a finite union of sets of the form V1V~* 
where V1, V 2 C_ zU* are regular and minimal sets. 
Proof. Let V = T (d) ,  d = (S, M, s*, F )  and for s, s' ~ S, let Vss' be the set 
defined by (S, M, s, s'). Put V~8, = k(Vw). Then V = 13~'~r -~.~,17' -~ s'17'*. Q.E.D. 
5. THE BASIC LEMMA 
DEFINITION 5.1. For a given set V_C27" we define the limit of V, in symbols: 
lim V, to be the set of all tapes X ~ Z ~ which have an infinite number of sections in 
V, and V ~ to be the set of all tapes X ~ 2~  which are an infinite concatenation of
nonempty tapes in V. 
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Thus, X c lim V if and only if there is an increasing infinite sequence of numbers 
(it) such that X(O, ij) G V; X G V '~ if and only if there is such a sequence (it) for which 
X(6 ,  i~+1) G V and i o = O. 
As we shall see later, it is simpler, from an automata point of view, to deal with 
lim V than with V0,; so we seek some set-theoretical relation between these two sets. 
Certainly one cannot say, in general, that V '~ = lim V or V ~ = lim V*: the set 
V = {1}{0}* is a counterexample to both assertions, since 10 ~ is not in V% although 
it is in lim V and in lim V*. 
The desired relationship is given, for regular sets V, by the following lemma, 
which lies at the heart of McNaughton's theory, but is, however, of a rather com- 
binational nature, and does not relate directly to any model of automata on infinite 
tapes. 
LEMMA 5.2. For every regular V C_ X* one can effectively find some regular ~ C_ X* 
such that V ~ ----- V*(lim 17). 
Proof. I f  V is trivial, then lim V and V ~ are both empty; so we may take 1~ = ~.  
Assume then that V is a nontrivial regular set, and let V* be defined by the deter- 
ministic automaton ~r = (S, M, s*, F) ,  where S = {s 1 ..... sn}, s* = s x . 
Define I? to be the set of all nonempty tapes X for which there is a corresponding 
tape Y, A < Y < X, such that, for X = YZ, the following holds. 
(a) Y G V*. (b) M(s*, X) = M(s*, Z). (c) For all A < Z '  < Z, 
M(s*, Z') 4= M(s*, YZ'). 
We claim that 1~ is regular, and V0, = V*(lim 1~). The first claim can be proved 
directly by constructing a (nondeterministic) automaton defining 17. We prefer however 
to show this as follows. For 1 ~ i, j ~ n put ~t  = (S, M, si, st), Vii = T(~C~t), 
n t 
Wit = Vii n V:j n Z +, W~j = Wit n ~k=: WikZ+ and Vi = (Vii n V*) (~= t W~j). 
One easily checks, by direct verification of the definition, that 17" = (Ji Vi. (We 
note that this construction gives the same "wave set" ~ '  for all sets V' for which 
V'* = V*; this is indeed as it should be, since V ' '  = (V'*)'). 
Turning now to the second claim, we first show that lira 17" _C V% thus showing 
also that V*(lim 17") _C V ~. 
Let X G 27 ~ be any tape which has an infinite number of initial sections X t G 17" 
and, for each j, let Yt be the corresponding initial section of Xj satisfying conditions 
(a)-(c) above. I f j  4: j ' ,  sayj  < j ' ,  then Yt :/: YJ' ,  otherwise (c) would not be satisfied 
for the pair (Yt", Xt'). Thus, by possibly dropping some of the Xt ,  we may assume 
that I1: < X: < "-" < Yt < Xt < "" -  
Defining Z /  by Yt+t = XtZ/,  and Z t by Xj = YtZj, we get that 
x = YxCZ1Zx').. .CZ~Z/).. . .  
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By definition, Ya e V*; also M(s*, YJ+a) = M(s*, XjZj') = M(M(s*, Xs) , Zs' ) = 
M(M(s*, Z~), Zs' ) = M(s*, ZsZj). Since Y~+x ~ V*, we get that ZsZ s' e V* too, thus 
proving that X ~ V% 
Suppose now X ~ V% i.e., X(i j ,  is+x) ~ V for some infinite sequence (is) , where 
i 0 = 0. (In particular, M(s*, X(i~, i~+a) ) ~F). For each s EF, let 
Q(s) = ({j,j'}: j < j', M(s*, X(i~ , is,)) = s). 
This induces a partition of the set of all pairs of natural numbers into m disjoint 
classes (where [] F ]] = m) so that by Ramsey lemma, 5 there is some infinite set N '  
and some s '6F  such that for all j , j '~N ' ,  {j , j '}~Q(s').  Let N '= (jk) and put 
Y = X(O, iso), Z = X(iso , o J). Clearly Y 6 V*, we prove that Z 6 lim 1~. For each 
k ~> 1 let r k be the least number which satisfy i~. k < rk ~ z'jk+ 1and M(s*, X(ij~, rk) ) = 
M(s*, X(iso , rk) ). Put Xk = X(i~ o , rk), Yk = X(i~ o , ij), Z k = X(i~ , rk). Then 
Xk = YkZk, Yk ~ V*, M(s*, Xk) = M(s*, Zk) and for all 
A < Z' < Z~, M(s*, Z') 4= M(s*, Y,Z'),  
that is X~ ~ l~. Q.E.D. 
One can easily avoid the use of Ramsey lemma, at a little extra cost, by using the 
following lemma (see [6, Lemma 1]): 
LEMMA. Let T = (S,  M, s*) be a deterministic table on 27, and X ~ 27~. For i, j ~ N 
let Q(i,j) = {k: k > i, j and M(s*, X(i, k)) = M(s*, X( j ,  k))}. Define i ~ j if 
Q(i,j) 4: ;g. Then =-~ is an equivalence relation and the number of equivalence classes 
is at most ]l S ]1 = n. 
Proof. Since i + 1 E Q(i, i) and Q(i,j) = Q(j, i), the relation is clearly reflexive and 
symmetric. Also, if Q( i , j )@ ~ and k o is the least element in Q(i,j), then 
Q(i, j )  = [ko, co); which shows that if Q( i , j )@ ~,  Q( j , k )@ ~ then Q(i ,k)D 
Q(i, j)  n Q(j,  k) vL ~,  so that ~ is also transitive. Finally if k 1 < k 2 < -" < k,,+l 
is any sequence of n + 1 numbers, and m = kn+x + 1, then since {M(s*, X(k j ,  m): 
1 ~ j ~ n + 1} contains at most n different elements, we immediately get that at 
least two of these numbers are equivalent, so that the number of equivalence classes 
of ~ is at most n. Q.E.D. 
Given now X E V ~ where X(mj ,  ms+x) ~ V, there is an infinite subsequence of 
(m~.), denoted by (ij), all of whose elements are equivalent, and certainly X(i j ,  i~+a) e V*. 
Putting Y = X(0, ia), Z = X( i t ,  o~) we get that Y ~ V*, and by essentially the same 
arguments as before, Z E lim 17". Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. I f  27 = {a} is a one-letter alphabet, then the theorem is trivially true 
for any set VC 2:*: Just take (for nontrivial V) 1~ = 27*. 
5 The use of Ramsey Lemma in this context was suggested by A. Lichtman. 
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Remark 2. Call a set V C_ 27* closed under quotients if whenever X = YZ ~ V 
and Y ~ V, then Z ~ V. It is easy to check that Lemma 5.2 is true for any set V such 
that V (or V*) is closed under quotients (for, in that case V ~ = lira V*). In particular, 
the lemma is true for all minimal sets, since a minimal set is closed under quotients. 
Incidentally this shows that the lemma may hold for nonregular sets too, since there 
are such sets which are minimal (V = {0'q~}). The exact characterization f the 
collection of all sets which satisfy the assertion of the lemma is an interesting question 
in itself, which will not be dealt with here. 
6. AUTOMATA ON INFINITE TAPES: DEFINITIONS, AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE DETERMINISTIC APPROACH 
We begin this section by defining three different variants of automata which act 
on infinite tapes, to be called here M-automata, R-automata, and B-automata fter 
their originators: Muller [8] (also McNaughton [6]), Rabin [10], and Buchi [2], 
respectively. The definition will be expressed in a unified formalism, which will 
exhibit their basic analogous nature. 
The bulk of this section will be then devoted to the development of a deterministic 
theory of M-automata. This theory will closely parallel the theory of finite automata 
on finite tapes as developed in Section 4, and using the basic Lemma 5.2, it will be 
seen to be quite simple and transparent. This theory will then be used to prove the 
basic equivalence of the three variants mentioned above, and to study the structure 
of the sets defined by them. 
Two different independent nondeterministic approaches to the theory of finite 
automata on infinite tapes will be given in the next sections. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let T = <S, M, S*> be a given table on Z. An R-automaton 
on 27 is a pair d = <T, Q> where Q is a two-place relation on P(S) (i.e., 
Q _C P(S) • P(S)). An M-automaton on 27 is a pair ~ '  = < T, Q> where Q is a one-place 
relation on P(S) (i.e., Q __c P(S)). A B-automaton on 27 is a pair d = <T, q> where q 
is a zero-place relation on P(S) (i.e., q E P(S)). 
An infinite tape X 6 Z '~ is accepted by such an automaton if there is a run 9 of T on 
X such that: ~o(,) N H @ ~, 9(*) ~L  = ~ for some (H,L)~Q,  in the first case; 
~0(.) 6Q in the second case; and 9(*) ~ q @ ~ in the third case. 
The set of tapes accepted by d will be denoted, in all three cases, by T (d) ,  and this 
is the set defined by d .  The collections of sets of infinite tapes on 27 defined by the 
various models will be denoted by the corresponding bold-type letters: IR(Z), IM(27) 
and IB(27) respectively. The collections of such sets defined by the corresponding 
deterministic automata will be denoted by DIR(Z), DIM(Z), and DIB(27) respectively. 
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Remark. A B-automaton d is in fact also a finite automaton which can act and 
accepts finite tapes too, so that the notation T(~ r is somewhat ambiguous in this 
case. Since, however, it will be always clear from the context whether we are dealing 
with finite or infinite tapes, we retain this notation in this and the following sections. 
DEFINITION 6.2. A set W_C 27 ~ is an w-regular set if it is a finite union of sets of 
the form UV ~ where U, V E R(Z). The collection of all to-regular sets will be denoted 
by Ro,(Z). 
From now on we concentrate on deterministic M-automata. 
THEOREM 6.3. DIM(Z) is closed under complementation, u ion and intersection and 
contains all cylindrifications of sets in DIM(Z') for any alphabet Z'. 
Proof. Exactly as in the finite case (Theorem 4.2). 
LEMMA 6.4. I f  V ~ R(Z), then lim V c DIM(Z). 
Proof. If V is defined by z / - -  (T,F> then lim V is defined by d '  -- <T,Q> 
where F '6Q if and only i fF '  nF  @ ;~. Q.E.D. 
L~MMa 6.5. I f  U~R(27) and V~DIM(Z) then UV~DIM(27). 
Proof. As for the finite ease (Theorem 4.2), by using the 
(Theorem 3.10) and fact 2.1. 
flag-construction 
THEOREM 6.6. I f  U, V ~ R(Z) then UV ~ ~ DIM(Z). 
Proof. By the basic 1emma 5.2, we can find some /~R(Z)  such that 
V '~ = V*(lim P). But then 
UV ~ : U(V*(lim 17")) : (UV*)(lim i?), where UV*s  R(Z). 
By Lemma 6.4, lim l? ~ DIM(Z) so that by Lemma 6.5 UV ~ ~ DIM(Z). Q.E.D. 
To fully appreciate how troublesome a direct proof of Theorem 6.6 can be, the 
reader is invited to reread the concluding remarks of the original proof of the same 
theorem in [6]. After showing that every o-regular set is defined by some machine 
with green and red lights (which is in fact an M-automaton) an example is given to 
show that "in general both red and green lights are necessary to represent to-events." 
A second remark is then made as follows. "For the second example let 
Z, = {0, 1 .... , i} and consider the regular to-event 
E = Z,*[Zl* 0 Zl* 1 u ZD* 0 ZD* 1 2 
A machine with two sets of lights (each one consisting of a green and red light, Y. C.) 
suffices for this to-event ... No machine for this to-event has just one green light and 
one red light .... This example shows it is not the case that all to-events of the form 
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afl~ can be represented by machines with one set of lights, which would have been a 
natural conjecture to make." 
THEOREM 6.7. R~(2) = DIM(Z). 
Proof. I f  We R~(2), then by Theorem 6.6 and the closure of DIM(Z) under 
unions, we get that W e DIM(Z). Let now W = T(e~r where ~r =- (S, M, s*, Q> 
and, because of the closure of R~(Z) under unions, we may assume that Q = {iv) is 
a singleton set. Put S ----- {s 1 ,..., sn}, F = {s 1 .... , sk) and let S' = S L) {Sn+l}, and 
M'  = S' • 2 ~ S' be defined by M'(si , a) ---- M(si , a) for i ~ k, M'(si , a) = sn+l 
for i > k. Let U be the set defined by (S, M, s*, sl) and for 1 ~< i, j ~< n let Via be 
the set defined by (S',  M', s,, s~), and V = Vx2V23 ". Vk_I, Vk:. It is clear that 
U, V e R(2) and W = UV ~. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.8. If  W e DIM(X) , f  : 2--~- 2 '  is a projection, thenf(W) e DIM(X'). 
Proof. For any U, V C 2* , f (UV ~ = f(U)f(V)'o; the corollary is now immediate 
by Theorems 6.3, 6.6, 6.7. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.9. DIM(Z) = IM(Z). 
Proof. As in the finite case (Corollary 4.6) one can show that if W C X "~ is accepted 
by the nondeterministic M-automaton d ---- (T, Q) on Z, then W-= f (W' )  where 
W'C_ Z'~(X ' = X • S) is the set defined by d '  = (T' ,  Q), T' is the deterministic 
image of T, and f = X' --~ Z is defined by f(a,  s) = cr. 
Alternatively one can show, by a slight variation of the proof in Theorem 6.7, 
that We R~(X), so that WeDIM(X)  too. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.10. We R,o(Z) if and only if it is a finite union of sets of the form 
U(lim V) where U, V e R(X). 
The following theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 4.9 in the finite case. 
THEOREM 6.11. W e R~(2) if and only if it is a finite union of pairwise disjoint 
sets of the form UV*V'% where U, V, V' C 2"  are regular minimal sets, and V' C_C_ V. 
Proof. I f  We Rob(Z), then W : T (d )  for some deterministic M-automaton 
d = (S, M, s*, Q) where we may assume without loss of generality that Q : {F} 
is a singleton set. Put S : {s 1 .... , s~}, F : {s I ,..., sk}, s* = si: , and for 1 ~< i, j ~< n 
let V,~ be the set defined by (S, M, st, sj). Put U : k(Vql), U' : VI~V2z... Vk-:kVkl, 
n 
V =- k(U'), and V' = V -- O~=k+: Vx~Vn. It is clear that U, V, V' are regular 
minimal sets, V'_C V, and W = UV*V "~. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.12. We R,o(Z) if and only if it is a finite union of pairwise disjoint 
sets of the form UV '~ where U, V e R(X), and V is minimal. 
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Remark 1. An independent combinatorial proof of Corollary 6.12 can give a new 
proof of Theorem 6.6, which is independent of Lemma 5.2. In fact, since for minimal 
V, V ~ = lira V* we get immediately by Lemma 6.4 that V '~ e DIM(Z), so that by 
Lemma 6.5, W = UV ~ eDIM(X) too. 
Remark 2. The more natural counterpart of 4.9, namely the assertion that every 
oJ-regular set is a finite union of sets of the form UV ~ where U, V are regular minimal 
sets, is not true. We shall prove below that the collection of such sets is exactly DIB(X) 
(Theorem 6.21) and this collection is properly contained in R~,(Z) (Remark 6.18). 
THEOREM 6.13. Given an M-automaton d one can effectively decide whether 
W = T(d)  is empty, singleton, finite or infinite. 
Proof. Assume first that W -~ T(~r can be effectively written as W = UV*V '~ 
where U, V, V' are regular minimal sets and V' _C V. Clearly W is empty if and only 
if U is empty or V' is trivial. So assume U nonempty and V' nontrivial. If  X :~ Y 
are both in U, then for any Z E X% XZ ~ YZ.  Also if Z ~ V, Y ~ V', and Y :A Z, 
then for any j, k > 0, ZJY ~ ~ ZJZkY ~. From which we conclude that W is finite 
[singleton] if and only if U is finite [singleton] and V is singleton. 
Now every set W defined by an M-automaton d can be effectively written as a 
finite union of pairwise disjoint sets W~ of the form dealt with above. Such a union 
is empty [finite] if and only if all its components are empty [finite]; it is a singleton 
set if and only if exactly one of the components i  singleton, the others empty; and 
it is infinite if and only if at least one of the components is infinite. Q.E.D. 
For R-automata we have the following. 
THEOREM 6.14. DIR(Z) = DIM(Z), IR(Z) = IM(X). 
Proof. Let ~r = (S, M, S*, s be a [deterministic] R-automaton and define the 
[deterministic] M-automaton ~ = (S, M, S*, Q) byF 6Q if and only ifF c~ H :/: Z, 
F n L = ~ for some (H, L) ~ s clearly T(~r = T(g). Thus DIR(Z) _C DIM(Z), 
re(z) _c IM(x). 
Suppose now d = (S,  M,  S*,Q> is a [deterministic] M-automaton, where 
Q = ($1 .... , Sk} and define the [deterministic] R-automaton ~ = (S', M', S'*, s 
as follows: S' = S • yI~P(Si), S'* =((s,  ~ .... , ~) :seS*} ,  s ={(Hi ,L i ) :  
1 ~<i~<k) where Hi={s ' :p i ( s ' )  =Si}  and L i={s ' :p0(s ' )~Si}.  Finally 
s" e M'(s', a) if and only if po(s") ~ M(po(s'), a) and pi(s") = ~ if p~(s') = S i ,  
pi(s") = (p~(s')u{p0(s')} ) n S~ if p~(s'):/= S i . Again it is easy to verify that 
T(~r = T(:~). This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.15. DIR(S) = IR(Z). 
We turn now to B-automata. 
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THEOREM 6.16. IB(Z) = R,o(Z). 
Proof. If W = T(d)  where d = (S, M, S*, q> is a B-automaton, let Vw be 
the set defined by the finite automaton (S, M, s, s'>. Clearly W = [,){VwV,.~s, : 
s E S*, s' ~ q}, so that W ~ Ro~(Z). Let now W = UV ~ where U, V ~ R(Z) are defined 
by d = (S, M, s*, F> and ~ = (S', M', s'*, F'> respectively. Define the (nondeter- 
ministic) B-automaton c6 = <R, P, R*, q> as follows. 
R = S u (S' • {0, 1}), R* = {s*} (and if s* ~F, R* = {s*, s'*}), q = {(s'*, 1)} 
and P is given by: 
P(s, ~) = {M(s, ~)} if M(s, a) 6 F; 
P(s, o) = {M(s, o), (s'*, 1)} if M(s, ~) ~F; 
P((s', ,), a) = {(M'(s', a), 0)} if M'(s', a) 6F'; 
P((s', ,), a) -~ {(M'(s', a), 0), (s'*, 1)} if M'(s', a) ~F'. (, = 0, 1). 
It is easily seen that T(C6) = UV ~. 
Since IB(Z) is closed under unions (if W~ 6 IB(Z) is defined by ~r = (Tj ,  q~) 
then UJ Wj is defined by (0J Tj, [,)j q~.)), the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.17. IB(Z) is closed under complementation. 
Remark 6.18. It is well-known [2] that DIB(Z)v~ R~o(Z) (Z*{0}~ 
Thus DIB(Z) ~ IB(Z). The following three theorems give a characterization f 
DIB(Z). 
THEOREM 6.19. W~DIB(Z) if and only if W ----- lim V where V~R(Z). 
Proof. If d ~-~ ( T, F> is a deterministic finite automaton, V__C Z'* is the set of 
finite tapes accepted by d ,  and W_C Z ~ is the set of infinite tapes accepted by d 
(when viewed as a B-automaton) then W = lim V. The assertion of the theorem now 
follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.20. R~(Z) (=IB(Z)) is the closure of DIB(Z) under finite unions 
and left product by regular sets. 
THEOREM 6.21. W ~ DIB(Z) if and only if it is a finite union of sets of the form UV ~ 
where U, V are regular minimal sets. 
Proof. If WC_Z ~ is defined by the deterministic B-automaton (S, M, s*, q> let 
Vss' _C 27* be the set defined by (S, M, s, s'>, and put Vss" = k(V,s.). Then 
W U ' ,,o = Vs.s, Vs, s, . 
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On the other hand suppose U, V_C Z* are regular minimal sets defined by 
d = (S, M, s*,F)  and ~ = (S', M ' , s ' * ,F ' )  respectively. W----- UV ~ is 
then defined by the deterministic B-automaton cg = (S  u S', s*, R ,F ' )  where 
R(s, a) = M(s, a) if s ~ S n_P, R(s, a) = M'(s'*, e) if s E S nF ,  R(s', a) = M'(s', a) 
if s' ~ S' nF '  and R(s', a) = M'(s'*, a) if s' E S' nF ' .  Since DIB(Z) is closed under 
unions (the proof is immediate by the product-table technique), the theorem is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
The equivalence between nondeterministic M-automata nd B-automata shown 
above, can be used to show that the parallelism between M-automata nd R-automata, 
suggested by Theorem 6.14, is not complete. 
THEOREM 6.22. There are oJ-regular sets which are not accepted by any M-automaton 
( T, Q) in which Q is a singleton set, or contains only singleton sets. On the other hand, 
every co-regular set is accepted by some R-automaton (1 ,  g'2) in which g2 is a singleton 
set (or, alternatively, I2 contains only pairs of singleton sets). 
Proof. Let Z = {0, 1} and take W = {0% 1% (01)~}. Suppose W is defined by 
= (T, Q) where Q = {F} is a singleton set. There are then some m, na, n 2 > 0 
and some s ~F such that M(s*, 0 m) = s, M(s, 041) = M(s, 1 '~*) = s, and {M(s, 0J': 
0 ~j  ~ nl} = {M(s, lJ):0 ~ j  ~ n~} =F.  But then the tape X ~ 0~n(0nlln~) ~ is 
also accepted by ~r a contradiction. Suppose now that Q contains only singleton sets; 
there is then some s'6 S and some m >/0 such that {s'}6Q, M(s*, (01) m) = s', 
M(s', 0 )= M(s', 1)~-s'.  But then every tape X = (01)mY where Y6Z ~ is also 
acceptable by d ,  again a contradiction. 
On the other hand if We R~o(Z) then W is defined by some B-automaton 
(S, M, S*, q); but then Wis also defined by the R-automaton (S, M, S*,/2> where 
~ {(q, ~)} is a singleton set. (Alternatively we can take ~2 = {({s}, {0}): s ~q} 
where 0 is a new state, so that ~2 contains only pairs of singleton sets). Q.E.D. 
7. AN INDEPENDENT NONDETERMINISTIC APPROACH 
In this section we develop a theory of B-automata which is independent of the 
theory of M-automata, but uses the basic Lemma 5.2. In the next section, a third 
approach will he given, which does not use Lemma 5.2, and is patterned after Rabin's 
method for dealing with automata on infinite trees [10]. 
Both these approaches require a variant of the flag-construction of Section 3, 
which is now given: 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let U_C Z* and W_C Z ,o. We denote by U] W the set of all 
tapes X ~ Z ~ such that if X ~ YZ and Y ~ U then Z 6 W. 
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The usefulness of this concept lies in the fact that for U, W as before, we have 
uw= u lw.  
THEOREM 7.2. I f  UER(X) and W6IB(X) then U[ WelB(2:). 
Proof. Let U be defined by the deterministic finite automaton ~'  = (S, M, s*, F )  
and Wby the B-automaton ~ : (T' ,  q') where T' = (S', M', S'*), II S' II = n and 
q'~P(S') .Letk =n+2,  G =(S 'u{0})  k -S  'k,R =S • G and T" = (R, P, r*) 
be the flag set of d relative to T' as defined in 3.9. We use a slight variation of T", 
as follows. T 1 = (R • P(K), 1~ (r*, Z))  where K = {1,..., k}, Pl(r, K'), a) = 
{P(r, a)} • {K"} and K" = Z if K '  = K, otherwise K" = K'  u {j : pj(r) = 0 or 
p~(r) ~ q'}. Put ~ = (T", H)  where H = {(r, K): r ~ R}. We claim that T(~) = U [ W. 
Indeed let X~ T(~) and ~o"~ R(T", X) be such that (ro, K)E~o"(*), for some 
r off R. Suppose X = YZ where Y = X(0, io) ~ U. Let Jo be the copy switched On 
at i o , j*  ~ urep(jo , to) and ~o' ER(T', Z) be the virtual run of T' on Z = X(io, o~). 
If j* was switched On at i*, then for i > i*p~.(~o"(i)) = ~o'(i -- io). Since j* E K and 
(to, K) E ~"(.), there is an infinite number of i such that p~.(cp"(i)) ~q', which shows 
that ~o'(*) t~ q' =/= ;~. Q.E.D. 
Conversely, suppose X~ U] V. We define ~p"~ R(T", X) as follows: if copy j is 
active (or made dormant) at i, and was last activated at i o < i, then put pj(q;'(i)) = 
~o'(i- i0) where q~'e R(T', X(io, o~)) is such that ~o'(.)n q' # z .  All we have to 
show is that every copyj which is ultimately in a switched On mode, passes through 
some state of q' an infinite number of times. This is however obvious by the 
construction of ~". Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.3. IB(X) is closed under intersections. 
Proof. Let Wj be defined by d~ = (S j ,  M~-, Sj*,qj) for 1 ~ j  ~ k, and let 
K : {1,..., k) ,d  : (S  • P(K), M, S*, q> where S : I-Ij Sj,  S* = YI~ Sj* • {~}, 
q =( (s ,K ) : seS}  and M((s,K'), a) is the set of all (s",K") for which 
p~(s") e M~(pj(s), a) (for 1 ~ j  ~ k) andK" = ;~ i fK '  = K, K" = K' U {j: pj(s) e q~} 
otherwise. It is clear that T (~)  = (~j Wj. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.4. I f  V ~ R(Z) then lim V ~ IB(Z). 
Proof. If V is defined by the deterministic finite automaton d = {S, M, s*, F )  
then lim V is defined by the B-automaton d '= (S', M',s*,q'> where 
S' = S u [S • {0)], q' : S • {0}, M'(s, o) = {M(s, a), (M(s, o), 0)), M'((s, 0), a) = 
({M(s, ,~)} r~ F) x {0). 
THEOI~M 7.5. IB(2:) is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Suppose first W = UV ~ where U, V~R(X). By Lemma 5.2 W -~ (UV*) 
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(lim 17) where 176R(2:). Thus W = (UV*)(lim 17) = (UV*)/(l im 17), where 
UV* 9 R(Z), "lim 17 9 IB(Z) and thus by 7.2, W 9 IB(Z). If now W 9 IB(Z'), then by 
6.16, W is a finite union of sets of the form UV ~ so that by the preceeding result 
and the closure of IB(2:) under intersection we get that W 9 IB(Z). Q.E.D. 
8. A NONDETERMINISTIC RABIN APPROACH 
We now give a third proof for the closure of IB(Z) under complementation. The 
only results needed for the proof are the following. 
(a) IB(Z) is closed under unions and intersections, and contains all projections 
and cylindrifications of sets in IB(Z') (for any Z"), and all limits of sets in 
R(2:). (All these assertions are quite trivial; see also the end of the proof of 
Theorems 6.16 and 6.19; Lemma 7.3). 
(b) If V~R(27) and W 9  then V[W 9  This has been proved, 
using the flag-construction, i  Theorem 7.2. 
From now on we assume that we are given a B-automaton ~ = (S, M, S*, q) 
on 2:, and [] S [[ = n. For s 9 S we denote by /'8 the table: <S, M, s) and we define 
the sets A(s) C_ Z '~ and Bk(s) C_ ,~,o (for k ~ 0) as follows. 
d(s) = {X: go r R(T~, X)  ---* go(,) t3 q = Z}, 
Bo(S ) = {X: ~o 9 R(T~, X)  --~ [go] n q = Z}. 
Bk+l(S ) : {X: go 9 R(T.  , X)  --+ ([go] n q : ;~ v (3i > O)(X(i, r 9 Bk(go(i))))} 
where [go] • {go(i): i > 0}. 
THEOREM 8.1. B,(s) = A(s), for every s 9 S. 
Proof. We first show by induction on k that for every s 9 S, Bk(s)C_ A(s). For 
k = 0 this is trivial. Assume Bk(s) C_ A(s) for every s 9 S and let X 9 Bk+l(s' ) for 
some s' 9 S. 
Given go 9 R(Ts,,  X), if [go] n q = ~, we are finished; otherwise there is some 
i> 0 such that X(i,w) 9 so that X(i, to)9 and certainly 
9(*) n q = Z. Thus X z A(s'). Q.E.D. 
We now show that B,(s) = Bn+x(S ) for all s 9 S. It is obvious from the very 
definition of the sets Bk(s) that B,(s) C_ B,+l(s), for all s 9 S and k ~ 0, and if 
Bk(s) = Bk+l(s) then Bk(s ) = B~(s) for all j >/k. For a fixed X 9 27 ~ let Sk(X) = 
{s: X 9 B~(s)). By the preceeding remarks Sk(X) C_ Sk+I(X) and if S~(X) = Sk+a(X), 
then Sk(X ) = S~(X) for all j >/k. Thus, if for some 0 ~ j ~ n Sj(X) = Sj+t(X), 
then Sn(X)= S,~+I(X); otherwise, since [[ So(X)[ [ >/0, we get that H Sj(X)H ~>j, 
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so that, again S,~(X) = S~+I(X ). Thus, in all cases S,~(X) = S,~+I(X ) and this holds 
for every X 9 27% from which we conclude that B,(s) = B,+l(S ) for all s e S. 
Finally we show that B,(s) ~_ A(s). 
Suppose X 6 Bn(s); then X 6 Bn+l(S ) and so it satisfies the condition: 
C(s): (3~ e R(T,,  X))([q)] n q ve ~ ^ (Vi > O)(X(i, o~) (~ B,(~(i)))). 
Let q~0 9 R(Ts, X) be a run which satisfies the clause of C(s); there is some ix > 0 
such that ~o(il) 9 q, so that Yx = X(il ,  o~) 6 B,~(90(il)). Thus Y1 satisfies the condition 
C(q)o(ia)), so there is some 9h 9 R(Tq, otix), Y1) and some i~. > 0 such that ~1(i2) 9 q 
and I12 = Yl(i2 , w) (~ B,(q)l(i~)). I12 satisfies C(q)l(i~)), so we can continue as before, 
defining thus, by induction, a sequence of numbers i~+x (io = 0), of tapes Y~'+I = 
Yj(i~+l, r (Yo = X) and of runs ~J+t ~ R(T~/i~+~), YJ+I) such that ~vj(i~.+a ) ~q. Let 
then ~b = ~o(0, il) q~ i~) ..- q~j(0, i~+a) ""; it is obvious that ~b 9 R(T,,  X), and 
~b(*) n q -~ ~,  so that X 6 A(s). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The observation that the sequence B~(s) "collapses" (for infinite tapes, 
in contrast o the case of infinite trees) when k = n is due to Daniel Cohen, and I am 
indebted to him for pointing it out to me while commenting on [4]. This "collapse" 
turns out to be very convenient, since it will allow us to prove that A(s) 9 IB(27) by 
showing (by induction on k) that B~(s) ~ IB(27). Nevertheless, it is important o note 
that this fact is not really necessary for the proof. Thus one can define the sets B~(s), 
for every ordinal ~ ~ 0, by the condition: 
R(Ts, X) => "~[9] n q = ~v (3i > 0),(X(i' o~)~ U Ba(9(0))).,, 
Letting then /z be the least ordinal such that B,+i(s ) = B,(s), one can show, 
exactly as before, that B,(s) = A(s). In this case, however, the proof that B,(s) ~ IB(27) 
is more lengthy, and requires an additional emma, which is a rather complicated 
version of the flag-construction of definition 3.9. 
For Bo(s ) we have: 
LEMMA 8.2. Bo(S) ~ IB(2:). 
Proof. Let Bo'(S ) C Z* be the set of all finite tapes which satisfy the condition that 
defines Bo(s ). Certainly Bo'(S ) ~ R(27) and since, obviously, Bo(s ) = lim Bo'(S), we get 
that Bo(s ) ~ IB(27). Q.E.D. 
For the induction step we need the following additional notation6: Let 
.~ = 27 • P(S); the projection functions p0 : ~- -~ 27 and pl : ~- -~ P(S) are defined 
as usual. For each s ~ S the table T s can be naturally extended to a table on ~, by 
6 Because of typographical reasons, we use a double over-bar on certain letters, instead of 
underlining them. No confusion should arise, since we don't use double ccmplementation in 
this section. 
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defining M(s, ~) = M(s, po(~)) for every s e S and 5 ~ 2. It is then clear that for any 
1, ~ 2(o~), R(T~ , ~)  = R(T8 ,po()~)). 
LEMMA 8.3. Let ~(s) be the set of all infinite tapes 1, ~ ~ which satisfy the following 
condition. 
e R(T , ,  1,) ::> (~i)(9(i) epx(~,)). 
Then C(s) e IB(2~). 
Proof. Let ~'(s) be the set of all finite tapes 1, ~ z~* which satisfy the condition 
of the lemma. Certainly ~.'(s)~ R(~). We shall show that ~(s )= ~' (s )~,o= 
lim(C'(s) z~*), thus proving the assertion. It is obvious that C'(s) ~ C C(s). Assume 
now that A~60'(S) ~.  For each m > 0 there is a run ~o~ e R(Ts,  zx-w(0, m)) such 
that for all i, %,(0 6Pa(xi) 9 Using the familiar diagonal argument we define a run 
9@R(Ts ,1 , )  as follows: 9 (0)= s; assuming that we have already defined 
~p(j) for every j ~ k in such a way that there is an infinite set N~ such that 
~0(0, k + 1) = 9,~(0, k + 1) for all m ~ Ark, let 9(k + 1) be any state s' for which 
the set {m: m ~ Ne, 9m(k + 1) = s'} is infinite. Clearly 9 ~ R(Ts,  -~) and for all i, 
~0(0 6p~(~,), i.e., 1, r ~(s). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.4. Bk(s) ~ IB(27). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The case k = 0 has been dealt with in 
Lemma 8.2. Assume the lemma proved for k and let s be any fixed state in S. We prove 
that Bk+l(S) e IB(Z). 
For s' ~ S we define the following sets of tapes: 
C(s') = {1, e 2'~ q~ e R(T~, , ~)  ~ (~i)(q~(i) ~pl()~))} 
~(s') = {1, e 2,o: po(X) e B~(s') ,, s' r 
P(s, s') = {I '  e 2+: (3~o e R( r . ,  1,))(9(*) = s')} 
C(s, s') = {1,e 2+: (3~o ~ R(T . ,  1,))(9(*) = s' 
A (Vi)(0 < i < I X I :~ ~o(i) r p~(~,))} 
H(s) = N~'~s IF(s, s') ] b(s')], L(s) = N~,~q [G'(s, s') [ U(s')] and, finally, E(s) = 
H(s) • Z(s). 
We claim that Bk+i(s)=po(/~(s)). Since C(s')E IB(~) by Lemma 8.3, D(s')e IB(2~) 
by the induction hypothesis, and if(s, s') and (~(s, s') are certainly regular, this will 
prove that Bk+l(S)eIB(Z). Assume first X =P0(1,), where 1,~E(s), and let 
9 ~ R(T , ,  X) = R(Ts,  1,). If [~o] t3 q = ;3, we are finished. Let then i 1 > 0 be 
such that ~o(il) = s' e q. If 1,(0, il) e G(s, s') then ~(ix, co) e C(s') so that there is 
some i2 ~> i1 > 0 such that ~o(i2) ---- s" ~pl(~i~). If 1,(0, il) ~ O(s, s'), then such an i 2 
certainly exists. In either case 1,(0, i~)eF(s, s") so that 1,(i~, co)e ~(s") and since 
s" ~pl(~),  we conclude that po(1,(i~ , co)) = X(i2 , co) e Bk(~o(i2) ). Q.E.D. 
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Suppose now X~B~+I(s) and define ~"-----(:~i) by the conditions: p0(~i) • x, ,  
and for every s' ~ S, s' ~px(~i) if and only if X(i, w) E B~(s'). Certainly X = po(J~); 
we show that )~ ~/T(s). I f  X(O, i) ~F(s, s') for some i > O, then either s' 6p1(~,), in 
which ease X(i, w) ~ D(s'), or s' ~ px(~), so that, by definition, X(i, ,o) ~ Bk(s'), and 
again X(i, o,) ~ D(s'). This proves that X ~ Fi(s). Suppose now X(O, i1) ~ G(s, s') for 
some i 1 > 0 and s' ~ q, we show that Y = X( i l ,  o~) ~ C(s'). Let ~b ~ R(Tr  ~), and 
q~R(Ts ,  .~(0, ia)) be such that ~v( . )= s', and for all 0 < i < /1 ,  ~v(i)Cpl(~i). 
The run ~' -= ~o(0, il) ~b(0, w) of T s on X satisfy [9'] t~ q @ ;~, so (since X E Bk+a(S)) 
there is some i 2 > 0 such that X(i2, w) ~ Be(q~'(i~)), that is q~'(i~) ~pt(~q). Since, 
however, ~0(i)= ~o'(i) for i < i~, we necessarily have that i~/~ i~, so that 
m ---- i~ - -  i t >~ 0, and ~b(m) ~p1(3~,~); thus ~ C(s'). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8.5. IB(27) is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let W C 27 `0 be defined by the B-automaton d ---- (S, M, S*, q). Retaining 
all the previous notation, we have that W ~ Ns~s* A(s). Since A(s) = Bn(s ) and 
Bn(s) E IB(Z), we get immediately that We IB(27). Q.E.D. 
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